The Curse of Abortion in Ireland: Why the Baal-worshipping Elite want to Kill Our Children

by Jeremy James

A child's hand 12 weeks after conception.

It is difficult for the average person to understand why abortion is such a serious spiritual crime. The media in Ireland and elsewhere have been promoting a false view of this so-called 'procedure' for so long that few seem to recognize the sheer brutality involved. Neither do they recognize the great spiritual darkness that descends upon a nation that decides to legalize it.

To understand the mindset behind abortion, one must understand the old religion of Baal worship. Before St Patrick brought Christianity to Ireland, the worship of Baal was commonplace. Just as in ancient Canaan and other parts of the Middle East, the followers of this pagan religion indulged in the rite of child sacrifice. They believed the ritual incineration of a child was especially pleasing to Baal, the demon entity that ruled their spiritual lives. Through this nauseating rite they sought to appease their god and secure prosperity for the families concerned.

The Bible refers in many places to this practice among the original inhabitants of Canaan. The god in question was usually Molech, another name for Baal. When the child, very likely a newborn, was handed over by his mother, the priests of Molech would raise a deafening beat on their drums to drown out the victim's pitiful screams – and possibly those of the mother. The same drumming sound also exerted a powerful hypnotic effect on the simple folk who came to exalt Baal on this 'holy' occasion.
This ancient pagan religion had a powerful hold over several kings of Judah, including Ahaz, who sacrificed some of his own children to Baal:

"Ahaz was twenty years old when he began to reign, and he reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem: but he did not that which was right in the sight of the LORD, like David his father: For he walked in the ways of the kings of Israel, and made also molten images for Baalim. Moreover he burnt incense in the valley of the son of Hinnom, and burnt his children in the fire, after the abominations of the heathen whom the LORD had cast out before the children of Israel. He sacrificed also and burnt incense in the high places, and on the hills, and under every green tree."

(2 Chronicles 28:1-4)

These hands didn't "choose" abortion.

We need to understand that abortion – as a modern form of child sacrifice – attracts the same spiritual energy as the rite of Molech. The women of Canaan "sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto demons," all with a view to securing a benefit of some kind for themselves:

"Yea, they sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto demons, and shed innocent blood, even the blood of their sons and of their daughters, whom they sacrificed unto the idols of Canaan: and the land was polluted with blood."

(Psalm 106:37-38)

Today, in the west, we seldom refer to Baal or Molech, but use instead the more familiar name, Lucifer. As the dark lord of this world, he is the same today as he was in ancient Canaan and continues to demand regular blood sacrifices. Toward this end his followers must foment cruel and senseless wars here and there across the earth to ensure that innocent blood is shed continually in his honor. The sacrificial offerings that are most pleasing to him, however, are those where modern mothers do as their Canaanite predecessors did and voluntarily sacrifice one of their own children.
This may seem far-fetched, but history bears it out. The same dark forces that are portrayed in a sensational way in Hollywood movies have a very real counterpart in the invisible world.

![Parents offer their child to a priest of Molech (Baal). Note the drums and trumpets, the noise of which was intended to drown out the cries of the sacrificed child.](image)

We may not like to think of abortion as child sacrifice but many who work in the abortion industry are fully aware of its supernatural dimension. They know that, when a mother "sacrifices" or forfeits the life of her child, she does so to secure a better life for herself. No matter how one tries to rationalize it, there is no denying that someone must die so that someone else can continue to enjoy the same quality of life. Both the newborn child in ancient Canaan and the unborn child in modern Europe are being subjected to the same fate for the same reason.

**Abortion is incredibly destructive**

Abortion involves not only the destruction of the child, but immense spiritual anguish and inner conflict for the mother. It is an attack, not only on motherhood and the sanctity of the family, but on the sacred institution of marriage since the father, too, is implicated in this awful act of destruction. The brothers and sisters of the victim are also cheated and defiled by this grisly act, even if the facts are not known to them.

It is deeply troubling to think that a mother, any mother, would choose to do something like this voluntarily to her own child. One can see why it is so pleasing to Satan and why his earthly servants, the ultra-wealthy elite who control our modern world, want it legalized in every jurisdiction on earth.
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live." – Exodus 22:18

Scholars now accept that, in the context of the times, this applied mainly to abortionists. The principal role of a witch in ancient Israel was to abort and sacrifice children.

Up to now the Irish have put up an obstinate resistance to this program. While they caved in completely on homosexual 'marriage' in 2015, a significant proportion of Irish society is still opposed to abortion (though not to terminations where the life of the mother is genuinely at risk or the unborn child is clearly not viable). However, well over 95 percent of terminations worldwide – and very probably 99 percent – have nothing whatever to do with preserving the life of the mother. A woman can walk into virtually any abortion clinic in the world and, without presenting a single shred of evidence that her life is at risk due to her pregnancy, have her unborn child extracted and killed. This is the reality of abortion and this is what the ruling elite, both in Ireland and internationally, want to impose on the Irish people.

The ultra-rich Baal-worshippers

Generational Baal-worshipping families in the US are providing substantial funding to Irish 'pro-choice' groups to promote abortion-on-demand. Their extremely wealthy donors include the billionaire, George Soros, and the multi-millionaire Chuck Feeney – who provides funds for this purpose through Atlantic Philanthropies, "one of the largest private foundations in the world" (Wikipedia).

The Pro-Life lobby in Ireland has never been able to secure funding of this magnitude. It has no major financial backers. Even the Catholic Church in Ireland, which pretends to oppose abortion, will not provide adequate funding for this purpose, even though the Eighth Amendment is undoubtedly the last line of defense, not just against abortion, but against the rising tide of secular humanism.

George Soros – bag man for the Baal-worshipping Elite. George wants the mothers of Ireland to kill their children and he’s prepared to donate millions of dollars to make sure they do.
From the time of its foundation, the Pro-Life lobby in Ireland has been infiltrated by liberal sympathizers. One of its leading spokespersons in 1983 later proved to be a vocal supporter of homosexual 'marriage' and societal acceptance of sodomy in Irish Catholic seminaries. Its leaders have consistently resisted attempts to present the Biblical position on abortion and have relied instead on secular arguments to support their case.

Pro-Life rally in Dublin

Ireland has kept at bay the blood-bath of abortion solely through the efforts of a small army of private citizens whose zeal for the Eighth Amendment has been truly commendable. Tens of thousands of people from all over Ireland have converged on Dublin at regular intervals in recent years to march against abortion and defend the lives of the unborn. Many are Roman Catholics who believe strongly in the sanctity of human life and who are truly bewildered by the indifference and hypocrisy of the Irish Catholic bishops regarding abortion and homosexual 'marriage.'

Unless the Pro-Life movement in Ireland takes a Biblical stand on abortion, it will lose the referendum on the Eighth Amendment.

The Biblical position on Abortion

God views abortion as murder, the taking of innocent blood. The murder of even one innocent person is deeply repugnant to our Creator. After Cain killed Abel the LORD said to Cain, "What have you done? The voice of your brother's blood is crying to me from the ground." (Genesis 4:10).

The LORD has stated that there are seven human activities which are so sinful in His sight that He calls them abominations. One of these is the shedding of innocent blood – see Proverbs chapter 6.

He has also stated that He will hold to account everybody who turned their eyes from such crimes and pretended not to know:
"If thou forbear to deliver them that are drawn unto death, and those that are ready to be slain; If thou sayest, Behold, we knew it not; doth not he that pondereth the heart consider it? and he that keepeth thy soul, doth not he know it? and shall not he render to every man according to his works?"

(Proverbs 24:11-12)

So you see, no-one will be able to remain morally neutral. Anyone who fails to oppose this evil will be judged accordingly by God. The sad reality is that only a perverted society stands back and permits its own children to be killed.

_Human life begins at conception_

The Bible never makes reference to a foetus or a pre-human organism in the mother's womb. The word for 'baby' in the womb is the same word for 'baby' outside the womb. It never says even once that an unborn child is anything less than a human being and it never uses anything less than human terms to describe the unborn.

In Exodus chapter 21, the LORD says that, if a man deliberately injures a pregnant woman and her unborn child dies, he must forfeit his life – "...then you shall give life for life." In God's eyes the unborn child is as fully human as a post-natal child.

Job spoke of himself as a natural person when referring to his time in the womb, not as an organism waiting to become human. Like a stillborn child, an aborted child is an infant who never saw light:

"...why was I not hidden like a stillborn child, like infants who never saw light?"

(Job 3:16)

Jacob and Esau were twins who strove with one another in the womb, just as they would strive with one another in later life:

"He [Jacob] took his [twin] brother by the heel in the womb, and by his strength he had power with God:"

(Hosea 12:3)
In a prophetic reference to the tribe of Ephraim, which name means "fruitfulness," the prophet Hosea points to the cycle of conception, maturation, and eventual birth:

"As for Ephraim, their glory shall fly away like a bird, from the birth, and from the womb, and from the conception."

(Hosea 9:11)

As a popular Bible commentary says: "Ephraim's children shall perish in a threefold gradation: (1) from the time of birth; (2) from the time of pregnancy; and (3) from the time of their first conception." In God's eyes, a child is a living person from the time of conception.

The abortionist’s needle.
The spike (A) was pushed into the child’s skull and then contracted into a hook (B), enabling the victim to be extracted.

The Millennium Spire in Dublin is also known as "the Spike."

It is significant that the most prestigious occult symbol in Ireland resembles an abortionist's needle.
The body parts are extracted by the abortionist using the procedure shown below:

A long-toothed clamp ("embryotomy scissors") is used to pull the child apart.
The Preacher, too, speaks of the staggering God-ordained process that takes place in the womb as the child's tiny body develops:

"Just as you don't know the path of the wind, or how bones develop in the womb of a pregnant woman, so you don't know the work of God who makes everything."

(Ecclesiastes 11:5)

When Mary came to visit Elizabeth, who was pregnant with John, the babe leaped in Elizabeth's womb (Luke 1:41). The Greek word for "babe" in this verse is brephos, the same word that is used to denote the "babe" lying in the manger in Luke 2:16. In God's eyes, a babe in the womb is no different from a babe outside the womb:

"And it came to pass, that, when Elisabeth heard the salutation of Mary, the babe [brephos] leaped in her womb"

(Luke 1:41)

"And they came with haste, and found Mary, and Joseph, and the babe [brephos] lying in a manger."

(Luke 2:16)

The Eighth Amendment to the Irish Constitution was thoroughly Biblical. It was designed to give full legal recognition and protection to this tiny person, the child-in-the-womb. It reads:

'\textbf{The State acknowledges the right to life of the unborn and, with due regard to the equal right to life of the mother, guarantees in its laws to respect, and, as far as practicable, by its laws to defend and vindicate that right.}'

It was approved overwhelmingly by the people of Ireland in a referendum held on 7 September 1983.

Would that every country on earth had such a law! Alas, the Luciferian Elite who control the UN, the international banking system, and most of the governments of this world are determined to suppress it. Soros and the sinister hierarchy whom he serves are prepared to pour huge sums of money into Ireland in the lead-up to the referendum to get the outcome they want.

They are also using the United Nations – a prototype for world government – to pressure Ireland into legalizing abortion. Seemingly, in the perverted logic that underpins the communist ideals of the UN, the mother has a 'right' to kill her unborn child. This dark mentality fits well with the New Age paganism that the UN espouses. According to the UN, Ireland would be a much better place if large numbers of unborn children were aborted here annually, purely for the social and economic convenience of their mothers.
The UN supports the teachings of Theosophy, which are based on the writings of two modern witches, Helena Blavatsky and Alice Bailey.

"And there shalt thou build an altar unto the LORD thy God, an altar of stones: thou shalt not lift up any iron tool upon them."
– Deuteronomy 27:5

**Satan’s Altar in New York**

The iron-ore altar in the Meditation Room of the United Nations HQ in New York.

It is believed to weigh 5.8 tons or 13,000 pounds.

The LORD God of the Bible specified that no iron tool could touch His altar.

Clearly the UN altar was designed to blaspheme the LORD.

**Mothers are cruelly deceived**

Another often-forgotten tragedy is the grief and lifelong suffering that countless mothers endure after the termination of their unborn child. Many are vulnerable women who have been deceived into thinking that abortion is acceptable in the sight of God. Only later do they realize the tragic and irreversible nature of their action.

In an episode of *Gavin and Stacy*, a drama series on British television, one of the characters became pregnant unexpectedly: "So are you gonna keep it?" her friends ask. They were shocked when she said she was:

"I am as it goes. I thought about it long and hard, no word of a lie, but then I watched *Vera Drake* – twice – and I thought, no, I can't be doing with all that."

*Vera Drake* is a disturbing movie about a simple, working-class woman who secretly performed back-street abortions on vulnerable young girls. When one of her 'clients' died from injuries incurred during the procedure, she is arrested by the police and taken away. The movie gives an unsettling glimpse into the sordid reality of abortion and the moral darkness that pervades a world where young mothers are tricked into killing their children for convenience. The lust among those who promote it is often so strong that they scorn the possibility of adoption.
Legalized abortion is Evil in the eyes of God
According to the Word of God, a law that would legalize abortion is an evil law:

"Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee, which frameth mischief by a law? They gather themselves together against the soul of the righteous, and condemn the innocent blood."
(Psalm 94:20-21)

When members of the Irish Government "gather themselves together" in Cabinet and approve a law to "condemn innocent blood," they are wantonly defying the Bible. Indeed they are akin to the throne of iniquity or wicked rulers "who frame mischief by a law."

The people of Ireland will shortly be asked to join this perverse confederacy and repeal the Eighth Amendment. They too will be asked to approve the shedding of innocent blood.

| Pharaoh orders that all male Israelites be murdered at birth. | Soldiers carry out Herod's order to slaughter the children under age two. |

But will their leaders explain to them the incredible spiritual implications of what they are being asked to do? Last year, they were asked to abolish Christian marriage, which they duly did – by a wide margin. They will now be asked to authorize the killing of little children for no rational purpose (except where the mother's life is genuinely at risk or the unborn child is clearly not viable).

Both homosexual 'marriage' and the killing of unborn children constitute a willful rejection of God's law, a brazen repudiation of universal moral principles that were set in place at Creation for our well-being and protection.

"Cursed be he that taketh reward to slay an innocent person."
- Deuteronomy 27:25
Newborn twins
A few weeks earlier it was legal in many countries to kill both of them.
Under the companion decision to Roe v Wade (1973), known as Doe v Bolton (1973), the US Supreme Court approved abortion at any stage of a pregnancy, even to the ninth month.

Innocent Blood
Children have been sacrificed to Baal throughout history. The Bible records how it even became established for a time in Jerusalem, "the city which I have chosen for Myself, to put My name there." (1 Kings 11:36):

"Moreover Manasseh shed innocent blood very much, till he had filled Jerusalem from one end to another; beside his sin wherewith he made Judah to sin, in doing that which was evil in the sight of the LORD...
And also for the innocent blood that he shed: for he filled Jerusalem with innocent blood; which the LORD would not pardon."
(2 Kings 21:16 and 24:4)
The shedding of innocent blood by Manassah, the king of Judah, had reached such a pitch that it constituted a crime which "the LORD would not pardon." There was nothing the people of Judah could do to mitigate their guilt or avoid retribution. When one considers the numerous occasions throughout the Bible where the LORD forgives those who humble themselves and truly repent, these words are ominous. When the shedding of innocent blood becomes endemic in a society, its destruction is assured.

If the people of Ireland decide to make common cause with Luciferians and Freemasons like George Soros, if they take upon themselves the right to decide who among the innocent should live and who should die, if they turn their backs on the most basic principle of morality and civilization – the protection of the weak and vulnerable from exploitation and harm – then they are no better than the sinners in the following passage:

"My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not. If they say, Come with us, let us lay wait for blood, let us lurk privily for the innocent without cause: Let us swallow them up alive as the grave; and whole, as those that go down into the pit: ...My son, walk not thou in the way with them; refrain thy foot from their path: For their feet run to evil, and make haste to shed blood."

(Proverbs 1:10-16)

**The Elite own and control the media**

Like elsewhere, the media in Ireland are owned and controlled by the Elite. The bias in favor of abortion is astonishing. National radio and television stations are frequently contemptuous of the Pro-Life position, while the main national newspapers – *The Irish Times* and *The Irish Independent* – will promote virtually anything that misrepresents, mocks, or attacks the Bible and traditional Christian values. The state-owned television company, RTE, is a hotbed of Marxists and homosexuals, and several of its on-air television personalities are male-to-female transgenders.

The Irish media are doing all they can to advance the socialist system of morality known as Secular Humanism. This is why the scope for getting a fair hearing in a national forum is almost zero.

**The deadly serpent known as Secular Humanism**

Secular humanism rejects God, the Son of God, and the Bible. The moral values established by our Creator are dismissed as irrelevant or even harmful. In this chilling man-centred doctrine, the only arbiter of 'good' is man himself. **The Humanist Manifesto II (1973)** states the following:

"We affirm that moral values derive their source from human experience. Ethics is autonomous and situational needing no theological or ideological sanction. Ethics stems from human need and interest. To deny this distorts the whole basis of life. Human life has meaning because we create and develop our futures."
This is dangerous propaganda, a shameless attack on Christianity and the values that have underpinned human well-being for two thousand years. True moral values are God's values, not man's.

Most members of the Dáil (the Irish Parliament) and the Seanad (the Irish Senate) are humanists, though they are generally loath to advertise the fact. They believe in a new world order and the introduction of a system of ethics and morality that has no connection whatever with the Bible. Some don't even bother to hide their contempt for Christianity and spout their Socialist rhetoric ad nauseum. Some of these deputies and senators come from families which for generations have been closely involved with Freemasonry and the system of Baal worship that has dominated Ireland since the Norman invasion in 1169.

The Roman Catholic church in Ireland has a long tradition of pederasty and sodomy, and a great many of its bishops and priests are closet homosexuals. This is why pedophilia is endemic in the church in Ireland and why no serious steps have ever been taken to eradicate it. In fact, the long-standing practice of sodomy in the main Irish Catholic seminary in Maynooth – which is responsible for training new priests – was recently disclosed in the Irish media. It was obvious from newspaper reports that an unwillingness to participate in homosexual acts is adequate grounds for expelling a novice.
Given that the Irish Parliament and the Irish Catholic Church are marching in step with the New World Order, we can be certain that no serious efforts will be made by the ruling establishment to oppose open-door abortion. Even the Pro-Life movement in Ireland – encumbered as it is with leaders who consistently refuse to proclaim God's Word – will continue to have difficulty presenting an objective basis for its position on abortion.

The natural order tells us that abortion is wrong; our conscience tells us that abortion is wrong; but most important of all, the Word of God tells us that abortion is wrong.

In many countries it is a heartless crime to kill the two eagle chicks but a legal and moral recourse to kill the two unborn babies.

The Word of God goes even further and tells us what will happen to a nation that kills their unborn sons and daughters and burns their bodies in the fire:

"And they have built the high places…to burn their sons and their daughters in the fire; which I commanded them not, neither came it into my heart. Therefore …the carcasses of this people shall be meat for the fowls of the heaven, and for the beasts of the earth…"

(Deuteronomy 7:31-33)

In the image and likeness of God
The Bible says we are not an animal species but a special creation, made in the image and likeness of God. To the Humanists and Marxists, however, we are just one animal species among many. Humanity is even seen as a threat to the environment and that, for this reason, our numbers must be culled. In this context abortion is just another way of reducing the human population. Unless we oppose this dreadful evil, our children and grandchildren – those who escape the sentence of abortion – will live in a world completely controlled by a ruling elite who despise Christianity and wish to destroy it.

Is this what the Irish want? Because if they support abortion – the murder of innocent children – they are effectively saying that the battle is lost, that Humanism is their new religion, and that the state can now decide who lives and who dies.
Planned Parenthood – an American slaughterhouse

If the people of Ireland decide to abandon their unborn children, they will end up with a system like Planned Parenthood, the industrial killing machine that operates across the United States. Last year undercover investigators released videotape footage which proved that, not only did this cult-of-death kill tens of thousands of unborn children every month, but sold the body parts for profit. It beggars belief that something like this could happen anywhere on earth, but to think that a so-called Christian nation would permit such a thing is incomprehensible.

At least it would be incomprehensible if one did not know the extent to which the abortion industry in America – and, no doubt, worldwide – is motivated, not just by profit and greed, but by a perverse occult philosophy which teaches that the shedding of innocent blood is essential for the well-being of 'Mother Earth'.

"I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made: marvellous are thy works; and that my soul knoweth right well."

- Psalm 139

Irish voters should watch the Abigail Seidman interview on YouTube for an insider's account of the occult dimension of the abortion industry in America (She features on an excellent multi-part documentary called Abortion Matrix). Seidman was the daughter of an abortion clinic worker in Toledo, Ohio. At the urging of her mother she began working as an escort at the clinic at the age of twelve. The clinic was decorated internally with images of goddesses and goddess worship and the staff wore pagan jewellery.

Most of the employees at the clinic were Wiccans. Many Wiccans see abortion as a sacramental act, a rite of initiation, and believe a woman cannot advance along the occult path unless she has had an abortion. They teach that every woman's first baby should be aborted. According to Seidman, one employee at the clinic got herself pregnant every spring and had an abortion every fall, then held a celebration.

After Seidman herself was forced by her mother to abort her first child, she was invited to a party organized by her mother to celebrate the occasion. "Now you're a woman," she was told. "Now you're part of the sisterhood."
The goddesses they worshipped most were Ashtaroth (consort of Molech) and Tiamat, the Babylonian goddess of chaos. Both are associated with child sacrifice and the shedding of innocent blood to appease the gods and revitalize Mother Earth.

Tiamat, the Babylonian goddess of chaos

Cecile Richards, President of Planned Parenthood. Richards is undoubtedly a male-to-female transgender. Many transgenders hate natural women. The Elite would never allow a natural woman to head up Planned Parenthood.

"My religion is a holy ritual child sacrifice."
- Patricia Baird-Windle, practising witch and founder of the Aware Woman abortion clinics in Florida.
A Pro-Choice video made by male-to-female Transgenders

A strange propaganda piece appeared on YouTube on 16 September called, *We Face This Land*. Posted by 'Project Repeal' – who are agitating strongly for the repeal of the 8th Amendment – it listed in the credit section the names of 29 women who were apparently involved in making the video. However a significant number of these 'women' are not natural women at all, but male-to-female transgenders!

This wretched video is part of a scheme to deceive the women of Ireland into thinking that abortion is a normal 'choice' for normal women. However, many of the so-called women in this video are not normal at all. Lacking a womb, they cannot have children – and never could. Born male, they were transgendered by their parents and raised as girls. [There are many Baal-worshipping families in Ireland and transgenders are fairly common. I have been aware of such cases all my life, as far back as 1962 when I was aged seven. There were several in my place of work, some of whom were so obvious that it is difficult to see how they ever passed as women. However, I never understood, until recently, the dark philosophy behind it. Many well-known public figures, including leading politicians, are transgender.]

A scene from 'We Face This Land'

Many transgenders hate natural women and want to replace them. They resent the fact that, no matter how much surgery they have, they can never become natural women. For this reason childbirth is repugnant to them. This is why a video which purports to speak on behalf of the natural women of Ireland can perversely advocate the destruction of their children.

Abortion is an attack on natural women, on motherhood, on the family, and on marriage. It is all part of the Marxist-Illuminati agenda to overthrow traditional Christian values and bring in a new world order.
CONCLUSION
The people of Ireland must decide where they stand before God. Their appalling spiritual blindness was already evident when they allowed the ruling Elite to erect a gigantic shrine to Baal in Dublin in January, 2003. They then made a blasphemous decision on 22 May, 2015, when they abolished Christian marriage by putting it on the same moral plane as a contract between homosexuals. They also failed to see what their Parliament was up to when it cunningly passed the Gender Recognition Act in July, 2015. This Act effectively abolished the God-given distinction between natural men and natural women. It even allowed transgenders to masquerade indefinitely as natural men and natural women, with no legal means of discovery.

A father stabs his wife and children to death or a well-loved teenager hangs himself in his bedroom, and yet the people of Ireland cannot see the forces of darkness at work in their land. It is obvious from the marked increase in tragedies of this nature that the country is under severe demonic oppression from the rapid growth in recent decades of paganism, idolatry and witchcraft. Most Irish children today know far more about magic and witchcraft than they do about the Bible.

The propaganda video, We Face This Land, reveals the sinister face behind the Pro-Choice movement, or at least a section of it. The fact that the Pro-Choice lobby as a whole is being funded by ultra-rich Luciferians like George Soros is evidence that the generational Baal-worshippers who control this world – until Christ returns! – are very keen to see the same scale of industrial killing in Ireland that they have in the United States.

If abortion is introduced at the express will of the people, the spiritual consequences for Ireland will be severe. Once the killing starts, it won't stop. Don't let Ireland become a land of darkness:

"A land of darkness, as darkness itself; and of the shadow of death, without any order, and where the light is as darkness."
(Job 10:22)

I would strongly urge the Pro-Life movement to introduce vocal prayer at all of its rallies and to read aloud from the Bible. Some suggested passages may be found in Appendix A. It should also quote relevant passages of Scripture in all of its literature.
Oppose abortion. It is an appalling crime. Remember what Christ said about anyone who would do spiritual harm to a child: "It would be better for him if a millstone were hung around his neck, and he were thrown into the sea, than that he should offend one of these little ones." (Luke 17:2)

Do all you can to awaken others to the lie of abortion, the deep wickedness behind it, and the dark philosophy of humanism that has spread like leprosy across Europe.

***

"And when ye spread forth your hands, I will hide mine eyes from you: yea, when ye make many prayers, I will not hear: your hands are full of blood."

(Isaiah 1:15)

Jeremy James
Ireland
September 21, 2016
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Psalm 113
5 Who is like unto the LORD our God, who dwelleth on high,
6 Who humbleth himself to behold the things that are in heaven, and in the earth!
7 He raiseth up the poor out of the dust, and lifteth the needy out of the dunghill;
8 That he may set him with princes, even with the princes of his people.
9 He maketh the barren woman to keep house, and to be a joyful mother of children. Praise ye the LORD.

Psalm 128
1 Blessed is every one that feareth the LORD; that walketh in his ways.
2 For thou shalt eat the labour of thine hands: happy shalt thou be, and it shall be well with thee.
3 Thy wife shall be as a fruitful vine by the sides of thine house: thy children like olive plants round about thy table.

Psalm 127
3 Lo, children are an heritage of the LORD: and the fruit of the womb is his reward.
4 As arrows are in the hand of a mighty man; so are children of the youth.
5 Happy is the man that hath his quiver full of them: they shall not be ashamed, but they shall speak with the enemies in the gate.

Psalm 100
3 Know ye that the LORD he is God: it is he that hath made us, and not we ourselves; we are his people, and the sheep of his pasture.
4 Enter into his gates with thanksgiving, and into his courts with praise: be thankful unto him, and bless his name.
5 For the LORD is good; his mercy is everlasting; and his truth endureth to all generations.
Psalm 33

11 The counsel of the LORD standeth for ever,
the thoughts of his heart to all generations.
12 Blessed is the nation whose God is the LORD:
and the people whom he hath chosen for his own inheritance.
13 The LORD looketh from heaven;
he beholdeth all the sons of men.
14 From the place of his habitation he looketh
upon all the inhabitants of the earth.
15 He fashioneth their hearts alike;
he considereth all their works.

Psalm 139

13 For thou hast possessed my reins:
 thou hast covered me in my mother's womb.
14 I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made:
 marvellous are thy works; and that my soul knoweth right well.
15 My substance was not hid from thee, when I was made in secret,
 and curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the earth.
16 Thine eyes did see my substance, yet being unperfect;
 and in thy book all my members were written,
which in continuance were fashioned,
when as yet there was none of them.
17 How precious also are thy thoughts unto me, O God!
how great is the sum of them!